Dublin Chapter Newsletter
Irish Woodturners Guild
June 2022

Please check both your email and the Chapter website (http://www.dublinwoodturners.com)
regularly for updates.
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The May meeting included our AGM, first one since 2019. Getting new members interested in
joining our chapter was discussed.
Why would anyone start woodturning as a hobby? What could we say to convince anyone that
its a worthwhile hobby to take up.
Woodturning is a great hobby with many benefits which we sometimes forget about,
, Keeps you active and fit, all that movement with lifting, cutting, sharpening etc is good for you.
. Time spend on the hobby reduces stress levels, easy to forget time and the outside world when
those shavings are flying off the gouge.
. It keeps your mind sharp, a bit of figuring out how to do an off centre piece gets the auld brain
cells firing.
. Quality time spent in the shed figuring out best way to achieve a result is what in world of work
was termed upskilling.
. Great way to meet new friends, especially when one retires and new social opportunities are
sought.
. Reawakens those creative juices which may have been buried since leaving school, you start
off with a bit of wood and the craft skills kick in to create a 'piece'.
. Educates you into the world of trees and wood, how they grow and produce woodgrain, the
various characteristics of different trees and how this affects the turner and their craft.
. Environmently friendly, wood is one of the most renewable materials around, the wood used
mainly comes from fallen trees, it is a natural product and 100% biodegradable.
. Woodturning is more than a hobby, its an art form that many turners start later in life which gets
them back in touch with the crafts person who got side tracked with the busy working life.
So if you know anyone who might be interested point out the positives of the hobby.
John O'Neill
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May competition photos
Advanced
entries
Brendan
Phelan,
David
Sweeney
&

1st advanced
Brendan Phelan

1st experienced
Vincent Whelan

1st Artistic
Colm Murphy

2022

Tony
Hartney

2bd advanced
David Sweeney

1st Beginners
John O'Neill

2nd Artistic
Brendan Phelan
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2nd Beginners
Ray Ivers

Artistic entries
John O'Neill, Brendan &
James Gallagher
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Satuday Demo by Eugene Grinley
notes by Pacelli O'Rourke, pics by John O'Neill
Bowl with integrated handles (as seen in recent
“Woodturning magazine”).
Eugene is working on a circular blank of poplar about
200mm. Dia. By 80mm. The centres having been marked,
the blank is put up between Steb centres, and is then trued
up face and edge with the bowl gouge. I noticed that he
used quite a light touch with the tool.
A recess is formed for chucking. The blank is now removed
for marking the two offcentre points, each at 20mm off.
Clearly this will leave the two handles to emerge on either
side of the bowl. A carpentry bevel, set at 45degrees is
used as a guide to the drilling of the offcentre points.
Eugene prefers to do this freehand with cordless drill and
forstner bit. With the blank up between centres again, and
rotating it by hand, a blue line is inscribed as a guide to the
position of the gouge and the limit of offcentre cutting.
s Eugene says, “You’re turning fresh air, most of the time!”I
was taken by the voice of common sense, when he said,
“Don’t get too cool when you’re turning the second offset!”
Indeed, how easy it is to get overconfident, especially with
offcentre work!
Outer Profile
Basically, you choose the profile. Eugene suggests
undercutting the handles which will make them deeper;
Hollowing.
The blank is now reversed , the Axminster chuck and
O’’Donnell jaws are used for ease of access. Eugene
preferred a rounded rim. Regarding sanding, the handles
need to be sanded by hand.
Since our demonstrator had to share the available time
with our AGM, this brought his demonstration to a close
with a talk on design.

Eugenes demo notes at foot level
2022

nearly complete bowl
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trio of previuosly turned
winged bowls
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I think everyone was very pleased with
how Eugene chose to use the remaining
ten minutes or so. It was a kind of
practical, interactive ‘Teach in’ regarding
our approach to design. For a start he
clarified that ‘design’ not only refers to a
vital aspect of a finished project, but also
denotes a process of thought; (‘to design’)
that is, just how one might go about
choosing an appropriate design.
He made very good use of a three branch,
‘collapsible’ candelabra so that several
options were available for critique.
Like Socrates he kept throwing questions
around as to what we felt regarding
appropriate design :” what’s right with it?”
“ What’s not right with it?” His purpose
was to get us thinking about design. “Think
before you do anything! Make a line
drawing!”
The whole session, though short, was both
entertaining and insightful. His parting
words went straight to the heart of the
matter:
“Whatever
you
woodturning!”

do,

enjoy

Example of poor design, candelabra with a lot
going on but a bit of an assault on the eyes

your
Working through redesign of the candelabra,
replacing candle holders with more aestetic
pieces.
Improved design below

Thanks Eugene!
Pacelli O’Rourke

Eugene in the redesign process by
replacing sections of the candelabra and
seeing if it improves the look of the
piece.
2022
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Lathe speeds
by John O'Neill
Lathe speeds
Common question asked during demos is “what speed
are you turning at now?”
Turners wonder what is the best speed and how fast
should the lathe be turned up to?
Why not turn it up to the max and hope for the best!
The turner has to know what the optimum speeds for
their particular lathe are, this information is usually
contained in the manual but also can be found on the
web.
Basic factors to be considered when determining speed
modern lathes allow the turner to
select wide range of speeds, this one on the lathe.
..The size of the piece
allows for storage and instant
..the speed of the lathe
retrieval of favourite speeds.
..the size of the lathe
The 4 jaw chuck,
..the holding method
used correctly it is
..how balanced is the blank
one of the best
..tool handling and the experience of the turner
and safest
..what safety precautions/equipment employed
methods of
holding a piece on
The piece of wood mounted on the lathe is subject to
the lathe
centrifugal forces, greatest force is at the point furthest
from the centre. Centrifugal forces are a very powerful
dynamic, anyone who has used a sling shot knows the
power which the stone can have when ejected. The
washing machine is a good example of centrifugal force
and how effective it can be.
A piece of wood mounted on a lathe is basically an object
which can become airborne if a threshold of centrifugal
pressure is exceeded, all wood will take off at some
speed.
In general wood likes being sliced and if too low a speed
is used the timber can "hammer" against the cutting tool,
tearing fibers and imposing large forces on the tool and
work piece. This can often be dangerous, it is best to
select a higher speed, the cut will be smoother and less
force is imposed on the work piece. Use 600 rpm when
faceplate mounting, use good screws needed, but you might produce better results by turning
at 1200 rpm.
as these can be the weakest point.
On left is a steb centre
in headstock with live
centre in tail stock,
good holding method
for lower speed use.
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The manufacturer of the lathe has tested their machine
and knows what it is capable of handling and when it will
start to cause trouble.
Best first step is to check the manual for safe lathe
speeds and treat it as your guide.
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The recommended speeds for general turning for a nova dvr xp lathe shown, rightmost line for

Other guidelines for RPM
1..Small objects tolerate higher RPM, must be held securely though.
2..Large or out of balance pieces require lower RPM, seriously out of balance best avoided.
3..As the walls of bowls and vases get thinner there is a need to lower RPM as piece may
distort and burst.
4..Soft, spalted or weaker/softer timber requires lower RPM, spalting introduces weakness.
6..Weaker mounting methods require lower RPM, use of tail stock recommended always.
7..Smaller, lighter lathes require lower RPM, consider floor mounting for increased stability.
8..Start off at slower speeds and work up to the desired speed.
I hope this article provides some guidance into optimum & safe lathe speeds.
Always wear safety glasses,& tight clothing when working on a lathe. Do not lean over a running
lathe, stop it, wait for it to stop completely before continueing.
As they used to say in Hill Street Blues " be carefull out there" and use the optimum speed!
Pop the grain by John O'Neill
Most of us use some sort of finish on our turnings. Part of finishing is to enhance the grain effect
of the wood. One technique used is to 'pop the grain', what does this actually mean?
The phrase 'pop the grain' often referred to as 'raising the grain' involves making the loose fibres
stand up. Torn and bent over fibres are made stand up higher than the surrounding surface. This
makes it possible to cut them away and leave a smooth finish for the final treatment. Sanding
leaves a bit of a fibre mess after it, these fibres are hard to feel and isolate when dry.
Add water or sanding sealer to the surface then these fibres swell and stand up.
After the moisture is applied run your fingers along what was previously a smooth surface and
you will fell the uneveniness, rough just like sand paper.
Let the wood dry and resand. This resanding should be done with the highest grade paper that
was previously used and with a very light touch. Remember you only want to remove the fibres
which are peeking out of the wood , sand too heavy and you'll have to start over.
Thats the grain raised or popped and a smooth surface ready for final finish.
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2022 Competition Table, Demonstartors
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Interesting items from the web............................
Kilkenny design centre
What Colour is Metal? at NDCG 6 April 2022 – 27 July 2022
https://flavoursoffingal.ie
Saturday July 2nd & Sunday 3rd: Flavours of Fingal, Newbridge House, Portrane, Co. Dublin
The Dublin Maker festival July 23rd https://www.eventbrite.ie/ & search for dublin maker.
Gallery of artistic woodturnings https://www.artofturning.com/gallery/
https://festivalofwritingandideas.com/ not woodturning related but may inspire
https://www.adriancoen.com/ a swedish guy doing some great woodwork with a bit of turning
involved.

I still need articles for the newsletter.
Not looking for novels but if you have learned or figured out
something or skill that may be useful to others, share it with
us!
Go on Google and research a topic of interest to wood
turners, then write about it.
Woodturners are always interested in how the other guy turns
his pieces so if you have something that you think may be
unique or novel jot down a few notes, take a few pictures and
send them on.
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Audio/Visual: Tony Hartney
Wednesday Demos: Brendan Phelan
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